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1 owe my interest in the above subject, viz. the usefulness of the computer for the comprehension and
the solution of authorship problems, to Professor A. Gerlo, Chancellor of the University of Brussels,
who, sorne three years ago, suggested as a tapie for my doctoral dissertation a study of the Julius Exclusus.
This pamphlet was written after the death of Pope Julius Il (21 February 1513) and purposes to be an
amusing and intellectual satire on the life of Pope Julius Il.
However, and importantly, it is also an indirect criticisism of the papacy and of the Church. Thus, the
value of the dialogue is twofold : it is, on the one hand, a literary gem of brilliant wit and, on the other
hand, an important document belonging to the pre-Reformation period. lts authorship, which has constituted a problem ever si nee the pamphlet got known, has as yet to be solved. Among the alleged authors of the pamphlet are, for instance, Erasmus, Ulrich von Hutten, Faustus Andrelinus, and Hieronymus Bal bi. The arguments from a historical, religious, and literary point of view which have been
advanced in favour of the authorship of these respective authors are often very interesting, very ingenious, but altogether not very convincing, because the religious importance and the underlying tendency
of the pamphlet sometimes colour the argumentation of philologists anxious to ascertain authorship in
accordance with their own political-religious-philosophical views. Therefore, an objective method for ·
attributing authorship should be looked for. Consequently, a computer-assisted statistical analysis of
style has been considered. As it is not cu.stomary to give a public talk, orto publish anything, on findings relating to a doctoral dissertation- 1 hope to get finished with my work by 1972- 1 have thought
it preferable here to give a brief survey of sorne recent authorship studies.

Since sorne ten years the computer has been used, in one way or other, tor the solution of authorship
problems. The reason for this is not far to seek : only the computer allows of dealing with vast quantities
of material,. which it was hitherto scarcely thought possible to handle. As Louis Tonka Mi lie has said :
"Those who conducted the attribution studies (i.e., with the help of the computer) dealt in millions of
words and have lived to tell aboutit". What is the normal way to proceed in the study of authorship problems by me.ans of the computer ? The text, which presents an attribution problem -the text of, say,
x- is punched completely, if it is not too long. Then there are the possible authors, sam pies of wh ose
works are punched. ("Sampling" is an interesting problem, which has many facets : choice of samples,
size of samples, number of samples, etc. This, however, is a subproblem upon which it will not be possible
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here to dwel! as it would take us too
There are three factors determining the choice of the works of the authors from which samples are to be
taken : quantity, genre, and period.
First of ali, quantity, which should be statistically sufficient. lt is evident that it is impossible to derive
any valid conclusions from a total population of, say, 20 sentences. As for genre and period, these are
philological requirements. Again, the importance of genre is evident. If, for instance, 1 write a letter to
my husband in the United States, l'li ward it in a quite different way from a letter addressed to the ViceChancellor of the University of Ghent, and the style of the latter letter will in its tu rn be different from
that of a scientific paper, which, again, will be quite different from that of a novel, which in its turn will
be quite different from that of a poem. (This is an empirical truth, which has been tested experimentally).
Period, also, is important. Older studies have proved that a persan writes quite differently according as he
is, for instance, twenty, forty, sixty or eighty. Thus we compare the work of x with work written around
the same year, belonging to the same genre, and being sufficiently long.
When the punching is finished, a very rigorous checking should be done, as any mistake left in the input,
will inevitably turn up in the output, not once but in each different test. The much-awaited optical scanner
would be a great help here: its use would result in a gain of time, a gain of money, and a gre_ater degree of
certainty.
The particular usefulness of the computer resides in :
1) the possibility of combining (criss-crossing) the criteria;
2) the application of statistical tests.
1 would like to mention here the influence of the computer on stylistic studies. 1 will not exaggerate and
go so far asto say that the results obtained have been achieved thanks only to the computer. lt is, however,
a fact that the computer was greatly instrumental in introducing and promulgating the quantitative analysis
of style. There have, of course, been some aider studies, laboriously made before the arrivai of the computer, but these were exceptions and were not as inclusive and, consequently, as conclusive as the recent ones.
A subjectively phrased assertion about style can, and should indeed, be replaced by an objective formulation.
Several recent attibution studies cou Id serve as illustrations of what 1 have just said in my introduction.
Of course, attribution studies made without the benefit of the computer will in principle not be considered
in this colloquy.
Also, 1 shall not treat of authorship problems concerned with poet,ry, as factors such as metre and prosody
are too important here (Cf. my introduction : in my dissertation 1 am particularly concerned with Latin
prose).
Nor shall 1 discuss some very important general works or works of a more theoretical nature on literary
statistics ( 1), this to avoid overlapping.
Also to be omitted from my survey are studies concerned only with one or other subproblem, as these
would be of less interest on the present occasion.
Research carried out by mathematicians or statisticians will likewise not be considered here as this is not
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always of an agreeable and charming nature and so asto avold unnecessary complications and early drawbacks (ex. the monumental Mosteller-Wallace study (2)).
Language also is sometimes important for establishing a criterion, but not in every case; therefore- and
this in spite of my being a Latinist -, 1 will first take a close look at Ellegard's study of the Junius Letters,
entitled "A Statistical Method for Determining Authorship" (3). A statistical method is, of course (see
above), nothing new. ln "The Statistical Study of Literary Vocabulary", published as early as 1944,
Yule (4) already established a connection between vocabulary and statistics. What is new, however, is the
use of the computer. How does Ellegard proceed ? The starting point of his working hypothesis is that
authorship can be deduced from a study of style. Ellegard considers the criterion of "the distinctiveness
ratio", viz. the criterion of plus- and minus words (a plus ward being a ward used more frequently by a
given author than by his contemporaries, a minus ward being a ward less frequently used or not at ali).
Ellegard has read the Junius-letters from beginning to end and has noted, and remembered, some 458
words-expressions-syntactical units, which he considers, in the light of his .intimate knowledge of the
period concerned, to be plus or minus words. He then lool~s for these in the work of Sir Francis, the alleged au thor, and in a hu nd red texts of 10,000 words each. Ali this tremendous amou nt of work is clone
manually, and here, owing to a circulus-viciosus-reasoning, Ellegard makes a regrettable mistake, precisely
because he does not use the computer at the initial stage of his study.
1 do feel bad about mentioning this, as 1 have a profound admiration for Ellegard's tremendous achievement, as also for his previous brilliant studies (5), and highly valuable insights and conclusions. ln the
course of his study Ellegard cornes to the realization that many of his 458 words are not relevant as criteria, as they occur in nearly the same proportion in. the contemporary pamphlet literature, and has to
conclu de th at a second test will be necessary; aga in he looks for these 458 words in some 100,000 words
taken from political writings of the same period (published in the "Advertiser"). The danger inherent
in this method is manifest. The criteria should be objectively deduced through computer-scanning so
that we are sure that the discriminators are objectively arrived at and there is nothing even remotely subjective about them. Now, a complete vocabulary is study material, and index, reverse index, frequency
list and concordance constitute the basic material from which a computer-assisted stylistic study should
start. lt is with a feeling of regret that in Ellegard's conclusions to his work we come upon the following
words, which cou Id not be more true: "For future work in this field of enquiry it wou Id( ... ) be very desirable to have a complete inventory of the usage bath of different periods of ti me, and of different kinds
of literature" (p. 78).
Ellegard resorts to the computer only in the final stage of his research, viz., for the study of the end-product, and for the statistical processing of his data. ln the Appendix he gives his lists ancfcalculations.

lt is but fitting that a classical philologist sh0uld talk at sorne length about the interesting work of the
Reverend A.Q. Morton and about the studies he made in collaboration with Levison, Winspear, and Wake
(6).
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Morton- who studied theology, classical philology, and mathematics- always studies Greek texts : Plato,
Homer, the New Testament.
Convinced of the importance of his work, 1 went to see him in Cul ross and saw him at work in Edinburgh
University. Morton consistently works with the computer, which he uses from the very beginning the very
end. He systematically combines several criteria, as he regards this criss-crossing as a kind of autocontrol.
For instance, he combines sentence-length, the patterning of the conjunction "kai" (= and), and the use
of the particle "de". Sentence- length is in itself a rather trick y criterion, about which a good deal has
been written, from- 1 think- the early study of Sherman (1888) (7) to the recent study by O'Donnell
(1970) (8). Moreover, 1, too, had to consider sentence-length as a criteria for my study of the Julius Exclusus. A great many problems are inherent in sentence-length, for instance "What is a sentence ? ", "What
about punctuation ? ". Morton does not consider content-words- typical content-words are substantivesas they are too much subject-bound. He prefers to study high-frequency words such as some prepositions,
some pronouns, and the verb einai (to be). The combination of these criteria gives a kind of profile which
yields insight into authorship.

1 should not conclude this very short survey without mentioning Milic's (9) method of quantitative stylistic
analysis, which he has applied to the authorship of "A Letter to Young Poet". Milic also looks for criteria
that are not subject-bound, as appears from his statement that "Most studies of style specify (... ) that this
or that peculiarity is limited to prose of a certain type or on a certain subject. lt has seemed tome necessary togo beyond this, to fi nd a description which was insensitive to su ch change" (p. 80). Therefore he
considers the total vocabulary qua content of a writer as "likely to be useless as a criterion of identification". Thus, Milic pre-codes the text into grammatical classes and subclasses (he adapts the categories of
Fries); this pre-codes material is punched and the computer can scan different combinations. Milic takes
into consideration "verbals", "syntactical variety'' (three-word patterns), and "introductory connectives"
as the most reliable discrimators for assessing authorship (in English prose). Milic proves his point conclusively in the tests made in connection with "A Letter to a Young Poet". Therefore 1 think it rather odd
and not very sensible of a cri tic who recently reviewed one of the latest quantitave style-studies ( 10) th at
he should have written : "lm ganzen erhiilt man den Eindruck, dass das Ergebnis der aufgewandten MÜhe
und Arbeit nicht entspricht und das geisteswissenschaftliche Probleme nicht auf mathematische Weise und
mit Rechenmaschinen zu losen sind. Die Moglichkeit erscheint nicht ausgeschlossen, dass man mit dieser
Methode je nach Wahl des Materials zu unmoglichen oder absurden Resultaten gelangen kann". The reviewer in question should read the very perceptive discussion by Milic, who considers the reliability of so
many criteria, and tests and counter tests them, with a view to deriving from them not a subjective feeling
of reliability but an objective list of tacts.
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Projects concerned with attribution studies are regularly listed in Revue, Ca leu li (11), and in Computers
and the Humanities ( 12), which has a section entitled "Directory of Scholars active". 1n the Directory
there have recently been mentioned such projects as Attribution of Rabelais' Fifth Book (chief investigator: Gerald J. Brault, Pennsylvania State University), Cyril Tourneur and The Revenger's Tragedy and
The Atheist's Tragedy (investigator: Michael G. Farringdon, Swansea); Author Discrimination in Diderot's Encyclopédie (investigator : R. L. F rautschi, University of North Carol ina); 1ndentifying Authors of
Unsigned Newspaper Editorials (investigator: Wayne Allen Danielson, School of Journalism, University
of North Carol ina); Shakespeare and Perie/es and Anthony and C/eopatra (investigator: Tommy Ruth
Waldo, University of Florida); Hebraic Texts of Disputed Authorship (investigator : Asha Kasher, Department of Mathematics, Bar- lian University, Israel). On this latter investigation there has recently been published a preliminary report specifically concerned with the lsaiah passage in the Old Testament (13).
Radday describes severa! tests with a high diacritical capacity, most of which have been done previously.
One of these tests, however, is completely original and of particular interest. ft subdivides "special vocabulary" into six semantic groups, viz. war, material civilization, family, cult, society, and mind-emotions.
This test, then, is a simplified, or embryonic, version of content analysis. Ali nouns were classified into
one of the above six groups. The relative percentage of occurrences was established, and a graphical presentation of the results was made; these were plotted relatively to the one considered as normal, which
belongs, of course, to the undisputed lsaianic part. The diagrams are really striking polygons (the norm
being six radii of a circle), but, says Radday, "the statistical significance of these differences was not calculated, the classification of nouns into six semantic groups was after ali necessarily governed by my subjective judgment ... " (p. 73). lt is a pity that Radday should not yet have had at his disposai a standardized
list, which would have imparted a quality of objectivity to his truly interesting test. The test, as it now
stands, has something arbitrary aboutis. lt could, however, be improved in the direction of greater objectivity (14).

Sorne relevant tacts emerge from this short survey. If we examine the choice of the criteria, it becomes
apparent that the analysis of style has been oriented mostly towards subproblems such as word-length,
sentence-length, whether combined or not with differentiai sentence-length, and a Iso the study of vocabulary. Now, the study of style is not at ali synonymous with the analysis of vocabulary in whatever sense
this may be taken; the analysis of vocabulary is only a constituent element- though an essential one- of
stylistic analysis. But the reason for resorting to vocabulary (i.e. lexical and/or grammatical items) for
resolving authorship problems is obvious: vocabulary is more conducive to quantitative formulation and
can be submitted to a digital computer. The study of combinations of wordclasses, word-groups in two,
three, or even more wordpatterns is consequently, an excellent means of penetrating to the style of a
given author. lt is necessary here to stress the fact that the statistical analysis of style is a young method,
and that every researcher is contributing to its development in his own way : by his choice of criteria, by
his method of processing the data. Up to now quite different aspects have been considered, quite different
methods have been followed, to accomplish the same fundamental aim, viz. the solution of attribution
problems. After having passed in review these various aspects and methods, let us now briefly recapitulate.
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Lexical items with meanîng, and even short lexical strings and short clauses, with a high and a low these
were Ellegard's criteria. At the opposite pole from "contentwords" stand "non-content-words" with a
high frequency, which are insensitive to the subject treated (Morton). The frequency of occurrence of
grammatical categories and subcategories, and a subtle combination of grammatical classes lead to a conclusive proof of the complexity of the style of Jonathan Swift (Milic). An embryonic attempt at contentanalysis in terms of semantic groups shows a large spectrum of possibilities (Radda). Ali these who regard
quantitative analysis of style as arid, monolithic and insensitive, or, in short, as unphilological, are, then,
proved wrong: the diversity of possibilities, which this method presents, is astonishing. Also, in my own
work 1 hope to prove that a bread spectrum of diacritical indicators yields a clear profile of an author,
which is unmistakably distinguishable from that of his contemporaries.

The aim of this colloquy was to show the usefulness of the computer in various fields relating to the human
sciences. The computer is part and parcel of our time. lt would be anachronistic not to use its possibilities
in every possible field, orto remain blind to them. Therefore, after having highlighted sorne interesting aspects of research done on the subject of authorship attribution, let us wonder at the modern beauty of
computer research, and marvel, in Aristotelian sense, at the machine which permits tor text-analysis, textunderstanding, and, last but not least, data processing.
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